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ABSTRACT
Software developers often must use their knowledge about
the expected behaviors of software and its components to
guide debugging. This paper presents a debugging tech-
nique that supports the effective use of higher level knowl-
edge of software behaviors in bug investigation. Our tech-
nique provides behavior view diagrams (BVDs) as a new
type of abstraction for users to specify their expectations
of the software behavior based on scenarios. Our technique
also provides an algorithm that automatically monitors the
program execution based on BVDs. The algorithm can de-
tect and track the important message exchanges that are
required for implementing the scenarios. The algorithm can
also inspect the program states at various points of time to
check whether the scenarios progress as intended. Therefore,
our technique can help software developers to uncover and
locate bugs by utilizing their knowledge of the scenarios.

1. INTRODUCTION
Debugging is an important yet challenging activity in soft-

ware development. Software developers often make various
mistakes during requirement analysis, software design, im-
plementation, and maintenance. These mistakes will intro-
duce software bugs that must be uncovered and removed
through debugging. During the debugging process, software
developers often need to speculate about the possible causes
for a bug, derive hypotheses based on these speculations,
and prove or disprove these hypotheses by gathering infor-
mation from the program source code and the program exe-
cution [17]. These steps may need to be iterated many times
until the program elements that cause the bug are identified.

1.1 TheScenar io-Dr iven DebuggingApproach
Software developers must use their knowledge about the

expected behaviors of the software and its components to
guide the formation of the hypotheses during debugging.
Such knowledge is often acquired and documented as sce-
narios during requirement analysis and software design [9].
A scenario is identified as a sequence of actions that the pro-
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gram or its component will perform under a specific situation
to accomplish a program task.1 Focusing on the scenarios
during requirements analysis and design would allow the
software developers to employ a divide-and-conquer strat-
egy in understanding, documenting, and communicating the
expected behaviors.

We argue that debugging activities should also be orga-
nized based on scenarios. In this approach, a software de-
veloper first attempts to associate a bug with a particular
program task based on the symptom and her understanding
of the scenarios for this task. She then may run some tests
on the program and observes the execution of the program
actions required for the suspected task. If these actions are
executed correctly, she may need to form a new hypothesis
and repeat this process. However, if some of the actions
are executed incorrectly according to her understanding of
a particular scenario, she can now focus on this scenario and
try to find out the reason for this erroneous behavior. This
scenario-driven debugging approach would allow the soft-
ware developers to use their knowledge of scenarios to guide
the debugging effectively.

Existing debugging tools cannot effectively support the
scenario-driven debugging approach. In this debugging ap-
proach, it is essential to monitor and visualize the progress
of the scenarios of interest to determine whether the actions
for these scenarios have been executed correctly. Many ex-
isting debugging techniques have been propose to allow soft-
ware developers to monitor the program execution. Source
level debugging mechanisms, such as assertions and break-
points, allow software developers to inspect the program
states when the program control reaches specific code lo-
cations. Event-based debugging techniques (e.g., [1, 5, 14]),
on the other hand, allow the software developers to specify
the inspections to be performed automatically when specific
execution events occur. However, because these techniques
do not emphasize on correlating the monitoring of the pro-
gram actions at different points of time during execution,
these techniques provide inadequate support for the obser-
vation and inspection of the progress of scenarios.

1.2 Our Proposed Technique
Our research aims at developing more effective tools to

support the scenario-driven debugging. To achieve this goal,

1A scenario is sometimes only used to refer to a sequence of
interactions between a system and its users. We broaden its
meaning to include any sequence of program actions that a
system performs to achieve a goal.



we propose behavior view diagrams as a new type of ab-
straction to facilitate the monitoring and visualization of the
scenario progress during the execution of an object-oriented
system. A behavior view diagram (BVD) precisely speci-
fies the set of runtime objects that participate in the pro-
gram task under investigation. It also specifies the sequences
of message exchanges that characterizes the progress of the
possible scenarios for performing this program task. It may
further specify the properties to be checked and the moni-
toring statements to be executed for inspecting the program
states at various points of time during the progress of the
scenarios. Thus, it is a powerful mechanism for the software
developers to specify their expectations of various scenarios
being implemented by the system.

In our previous work [11], we have presented an extension
to UML 2.0 sequence diagram notation [15] for specifying
BVDs. In this paper, we will present an algorithm for mon-
itoring the program execution using BVDs. Based on the
information provided by BVDs, the algorithm automatically
identifies and detects the events of interest during program
execution, performs appropriate monitoring actions at the
designated points of time, and properly maintains the data
environment required for executing these actions. We will
also present a toolkit that implements the algorithm to sup-
port the use of BVDs for debugging Java programs. Our
initial experience indicates that the toolkit may improve the
effectiveness of debugging.

A major benefit of using our debugging technique is that
it allows the software developers to specify, with a graphical
notation, their expectations of the scenarios for performing
a program task. Such expectations can then be automati-
cally checked against the actual program behaviors by the
algorithm presented in this paper. Therefore, it directly
supports the scenario-driven debugging.

Another benefit of using this technique is that it allows
the software developers to use BVDs for building a layer
of high-level abstractions for behavior verification. These
abstractions hide the details for interpreting the meanings
of the low-level program constructs, and present direct in-
terfaces for examining the progress of program tasks. This
enables software developers to focus on properties directly
related to these tasks, and thus, improves the effectiveness
of debugging.

A third benefit of using this technique is that it enables
the reuse of design artifacts for debugging. Sequence dia-
grams specified during design can be turned into BVDs by
enhancing them with monitoring specific information. In
fact, using the extensions that we propose, it may be pos-
sible to produce “monitor-able” sequence diagrams during
design. Such diagrams can be directly used for debugging.
This reuse not only improves the efficiency of debugging,
but also adds incentives for a software team to produce and
maintain the design artifacts.

2. THE BEHAVIOR VIEW DIAGRAMS
One important activity in the scenario-driven debugging

approach is to monitor the program execution and check
whether the scenarios for a program task progress as in-
tended. To perform such monitoring, the software developer
must detect the important milestones during the progress of
this task, stop the program execution at these milestones,
and inspect the program state to ensure that the actions per-
formed during the execution have the expected effect on the

Figure 1: A behavior view diagram.

program state. In an object-oriented system, scenarios are
typically implemented by sequences of message exchanges
among the relevant runtime objects. Therefore, the occur-
rences of these message exchanges often mark the important
milestones during the progress of scenarios.

In the previous work [11], we proposed an extension to
UML 2.0 sequence diagram notations for the software devel-
opers to specify how the progress of a program task should
be monitored. A sequence diagram uses a graphical notation
to represent the possible sequences of message exchanges
that may occur under various scenarios for performing a
task. Therefore, this notation can also be used for specify-
ing the message exchanges that we want to monitor during
debugging. We further extend the syntax and the semantics
of this graphical notation to precisely specify the runtime ob-
jects whose behaviors will be monitored, and the properties
to be checked or the monitoring statements to be executed
when the occurrence of a message exchange is detected. We
refer to a diagram specified with this extended notation as
a behavior view diagram (or BVD in short).

Figure 1 shows a BVD that defines how a login task is
expected to be performed in a GUI application. Accord-
ing to the diagram, the login task is expected to start when
method login() is called on an object of class A. During
the invocation of this method, getText() is expected to be
called (directly or indirectly) on the GUI text box objects
uBox and pBox, respectively, to get the user id and the pass-
word. After that, verify() is expected to be called (directly
or indirectly) on the authorizing object to see whether the
input user id and password are valid. If they are invalid,
then these steps can repeat up to three times. Otherwise,
login() terminates. In the rest of this section, we will use
this example to discuss the important features of a BVD.2

Life-lines and binding. In a sequence diagram, an ob-
ject is represented by a life-line—a vertical line with a rect-
angular box as the head at the top. Each life-line will be
covered by a sequence of vertical thin boxes that represent
the execution specifications of method invocations. A BVD
extends a sequence diagram with binding information that

2See [11] for complete description of these features.



specifies how the runtime object represented by a life-line
can be identified. In Figure 1, the objects represented by
the three life-lines on the right side are provided as param-
eters (uBox, pBox, and auth) to the diagram. This kind of
binding is referred to as the parameter-based binding. The
object represented by the first life-line is discovered as the re-
ceiver object of login(). This kind of binding is referred to
as invocation-implied binding. There are three other kinds
of bindings. A position-based binding is a special type of
parameter-based binding. A creation-implied binding is de-
rived from a creation message: the target life-line of this
message is bound to the created object. A value-based bind-
ing is specified explicitly as a dashed arrow from one life-line
to the head of another life-line. This arrow is labelled with
a binding expression whose value yields a reference to the
object that will bound to the life-line pointed to by the ar-
row. These binding mechanisms provide powerful tools for
identifying runtime objects to be monitored.

Direct and indirect messages. The current version of
BVD is used for monitoring the execution of a single thread.
Thus, a BVD only contains object-creation, method call,
and method return messages. These messages are repre-
sented by straight arrows pointing from one execution spec-
ification to another. To allow specifying the BVD at a higher
level of abstraction than the program implementation, we
extend the notation with indirect messages, each of which
is represented as a zigzag arrow (e.g., the call to getText()

in Figure 1). An indirect message represents a possible in-
direct method call or return. This notation can be used by
software developers to avoid specifying uninteresting objects
on the call path between the sender and receiver.

The label of a message typically describes the events that
mark the occurrences of this message. We extend this no-
tation to assert the expected values for the parameters or
the return value of a method call. For example, the label
“verify(=user,=passwd)” in Figure 1 specifies that the val-
ues of the two parameters of “verify” are expected to equal
to monitoring variables “user” and “password”, respectively.
We also extend the label with notation for extracting the val-
ues from the parameters or the return value of a method call
into monitoring variables. For example, in Figure 1, label
?user specifies that the return value of the first “getText()”
call in the loop should be stored in “user”.

Interaction fragments and interaction uses. Inher-
ited from the UML 2.0 notation, our notation for BVD al-
lows sequences of messages to be grouped into interaction
fragments that enable modular specification of complex sce-
narios. Each interaction fragment is contained in a rect-
angle frame with a descriptor at the top-left corner. The
area within the rectangle frame may be divided into one or
more swimming lanes (called operands) An operand defines a
scope for local life-lines and local monitoring variables (e.g.
user and passwd in Figure 1). These local life-lines and
monitoring variables form a data frame for the messages
and monitoring actions defined within this operand. The
operand is referred to as the host fragment operand for the
data frame. Each interaction fragment in a BVD contains
one and only one root execution specification from which the
other execution specifications specified in the fragment can
be reached by traversing the method call arrows.

A stand-alone interaction fragment defines a BVD. A BVD
may be called by another BVD through an interaction use

that is specified by a rectangle with a descriptor ref at its
top-left corner. The rectangle will contain the name of the
referenced BVD and a list of actual parameters. An inter-
action use construct can be considered as a placeholder for
the message sequences defined by the referenced BVD. This
construct may cover one or more life-lines of the containing
BVD. The bindings of the covered life-lines will be inher-
ited by the referenced BVD based on their relative positions
(position-based bindings).

An interaction fragment may be nested within another
fragment to define message sequences that can be composed
into the nesting fragment.3 Such a composition is con-
trolled by the descriptor of the fragment. In a BVD, the
descriptor can be loop, opt, or alt. A loop fragment con-
tains one operand that defines repetitive subsequences. An
opt fragment contains one operand that defines optional
subsequences. An alt fragment contains more than one
operand, each of which defines an alternative subsequence.
An operand can be associated with a guard condition that
is specified as a boolean expression enclosed within a pair
of brackets. If a guard condition is presented, the message
sequences within an operand can be observed if and only if
the guard condition is evaluated true. If a guard condition
is not presented, the message sequences within an operand
can be observed if and only if the first message has been ob-
served. An interaction fragment is guarded if all its operands
are associated with guard conditions. An interaction frag-
ment is unguarded if none of its operands are associated with
guard conditions. Unguarded interaction fragments enable
software developers to omit, from a BVD, the uninteresting
conditions that may affect the program behaviors.

Monitoring blocks. We extend the sequence diagram
notation with monitoring blocks for software developers to
specify visualization and arbitrary inspection of program
states during monitoring. A monitoring-block is a special
UML comment construct associated with a message. This
block contains a regular block of Java statements that can
access monitoring variables, and may access program states
through a reflection mechanism. These statements may also
interact with various visualizers though pre-defined inter-
faces. These statements will be executed when the associ-
ated message is detected.

3. EXECUTION MONITORING USING BE-
HAVIOR VIEW DIAGRAMS

This section presents our algorithm that uses behavior
view diagrams for monitoring.

3.1 An Overview
A BVD specifies how the methods that are interesting

to the software developers are expected to be invoked on
the objects, and how these invocations are expected to pro-
ceed. From this perspective, monitoring program execution
with BVD can be broken down into two tasks: identify-
ing the method invocations to be monitored and tracking
the progress of these method invocations. We refer to such
method invocations as the relevant method invocations.

A relevant method invocation is represented by an execu-
tion specification in a BVD. The first relevant method invo-
cation to be monitored is represented by the root sequence

3UML 2.0 refers to nested fragments as combined fragment.



Algorithm MonitoringCycle(IM,ES, MonEnv)
input IM : the invocation monitor

ES: the execution specification of the corresponding
method invocation.

global MonEnv: the monitoring environment to maintain
the bindings for life-lines and monitoring variables

begin MonitoringCycle

1. initialize IM based on ES
2. while IM is not terminated do

3. register descriptions for all possible next events
4. wait for the detection of a registered event e

5. if e is a method call event then

6. attempt to match e with a message arrow in ES
based on the current progress position of IM

7. if a matched arrow x is found then

8. perform monitoring actions associated with x

9. create a monitor for the target invocation
10. wait for the detection of the method call return
11. if the method call returns normally and

a return arrow y is paired with x then

12. perform monitoring actions associated with y

13. endif

14. advance the progress position for IM

15. endif

16. else /* e must be an invocation termination event */
17. terminate IM

18. endif

19. endwhile

end Monitoring

Figure 2: The Monitoring Cycle.

specification defined in BVD. This method invocation can
be determined in the following way. If the BVD contains an
arrow pointing to the beginning of the root sequence spec-
ification, then the target method invocation caused by the
first method call event that matches this arrow will be the
first relevant method invocation. Otherwise, the current in-
vocation will be the first relevant method invocation. The
rest of relevant method invocations will be identified when
each method call event specified by an arrow in the diagram
is detected. In this case, the method invocation caused by
this event will be represented by the execution specification
pointed by the arrow.

We use a separate invocation monitor for monitoring the
progress of each relevant method invocation. An invoca-
tion monitor is created when a relevant method invocation
is identified and will be destroyed when the termination of
this method invocation is detected. It contains a loop that
continuously watches for events that are initiated by the
method invocation. If it detects an event that matches the
description of the next expected event according to the cur-
rent progress position and the execution specification, the
invocation monitor will update its progress position and per-
form the monitoring actions associated with this position.
If the detected event matches a method call message, the
method invocation caused by this method call is a relevant
invocation and must be monitored. In this case, a new in-
vocation monitor will be created for this new invocation.
Because the original method invocation that performs the
method call cannot continue before the new method invoca-
tion terminates, the monitor for the original invocation will
be suspended during this period of time. Figure 2 describes
informally the major steps taken by an invocation monitor
to perform these activities.

An invocation monitor must maintain its progress position
based on the message patterns defined by the corresponding
execution specification. This position is important for rec-
ognizing the next relevant event and determining the actions
to be performed when a relevant event is detected. In the

absence of reference use, such position can be indicated by
the arrow that matches the most recent event. However, in
the presence of reference uses, an invocation monitor may
need to use instances of execution specifications specified in
several BVDs. In the presence of recursive reference uses,
the monitor may need to use several instances of the same
execution specification at the same time. In these situa-
tions, an arrow associated with an execution specification is
not enough for representing the progress position for an in-
vocation monitor. In Subsection 3.3, we will present a more
sophisticated mechanism to deal with these situations.

The information specified by an execution specification
must be interpreted based on the binding for the life-line
that it covers and the values for the local monitoring vari-
ables that is visible to the execution specification. Such
binding and values may be changed by monitoring actions
performed by the invocation monitors. We introduce a global
data structure, the monitoring environment, for maintain-
ing these bindings and values. Subsection 3.5 will discuss in
more details how this data structure is maintained during
monitoring.

3.2 Representing the Execution Specification
An invocation monitor tracks the progress of a method in-

vocation according to the sequence patterns specified by an
execution specification. If an execution specification is not
cut across by any nested fragment or interaction use, then
this execution specification specifies a single message se-
quence that can be identified by a top-down scan of the spec-
ification. However, if an execution specification is cut across
by nested fragments and interaction uses, it may specify a
possibly-infinite number of message sequences. To under-
stand the message sequences represented by this execution
specification, we must understand the subsequences repre-
sented by each nested fragment or interaction use; we must
also understand how these subsequences should be composed
with the information specified outside of the nested fragment
or the interaction use.

We use a hierarchical approach for decomposing an ex-
ecution specification to facilitate the understanding of the
message sequences specified by this execution specification.
As the first step, we treat each outer-most nested fragment
that cuts across the execution specification as a black-box
element. We then obtain a sequence that contains both
messages and black-box elements by a top-down scan of the
execution specification. In the subsequence step, we will
look inside each nested fragment that has been treated as
a black box in a previous step and repeat the first step on
the operands of this fragment. The two steps will be re-
peated until all nested fragments and interaction uses that
cut across the execution specification have been considered.
The diagram in Figure 3(b) shows the sequences and the
refinement relationships identified for the execution specifi-
cation described in Figure 3(a) during this process. We refer
to these sequences and the refinement relationships as the
semantic decomposition of the execution specification. We
refer to the first sequence identified in this process as the
root sequence.

Given a semantic decomposition of an execution specifi-
cation, any possible message sequence of finite length spec-
ified by the execution specification can be generated by the
following rewriting process. We first write down the root se-
quence of the semantic decomposition. For each black-box



Figure 3: An execution specification and its semantic decomposition.

element in this sequence, we replace it with an appropriate
sequence that refines this black-box element. The process
continues until there is no black-box element in the resulting
sequence. For example, in Figure 3(b), if we chose S3 to re-
place “alt” and zero instance of S4 to replace “loop”, we can
get “a,c”, which is an acceptable message sequence accord-
ing Figure 3(a). This approach allows us to treat the various
types of nested fragments and interaction uses uniformly.

To enable automatic processing, we use strings to encode
the sequences identified during the decomposition process.
We also introduce a name for each of these sequences. With
this representation, a refinement relationship can be speci-
fied using a production rule, whose left-hand side represents
a black-box element and whose right-hand side represents
the possible choices for refining this element. Let S1-S4 be
the names for the five sequences that we have identified in
Figure 3(b). Let A be the black-box element for the alt frag-
ment, R be the black-box element for the reference use, and
L be the black-box element for the loop fragment in Figure
3(a). The following set of production rules defines S1-S4.

1) S1 ::= a A
2) S2 ::= R
3) S3 ::= c L
4) S4 ::= d

And the following set of production rules represents the re-
finement relationship between the black-box elements and
the sequences that we identified.

5) A ::= [y.f > 0] S2 | [y.f <= 0] S3
6) R ::= S1
7) L ::= S4 ∗

Together, these rules specify the semantic decomposition of
the execution specification. We refer to the collection of
these production rules as the monitoring grammar. In the
grammar, the sequence names and the black-box elements
are non-terminals, and the messages are terminals.

A monitoring grammar can be generated from the defini-
tion of an execution specification by automating the steps
taken during the decomposition process. This automation
has been implemented in our compiler for the behavior view
diagrams.

3.3 Tracking Invocation Progresswith Moni-
tor ing Grammar

Given the monitoring grammar representation of the se-
mantic decomposition for an execution specification, track-
ing the progress of an invocation can be viewed as a pro-
cess of constructing, from this grammar, a derivation for the
string of events that occur during this invocation. Because
the definition of a relevant event depends on the bindings
for the life-lines, the events that need to be monitored may
not be determined before the monitoring begins. Instead,
they may need to be discovered dynamically during moni-
toring. Therefore, we cannot directly employ a traditional
grammar-based parsing algorithm for this process.

We use the following strategy for monitoring the execution
of a specific method invocation. The monitoring begins with
the progress position placed at the beginning of the root se-
quence of the semantic decomposition. When an event is de-
tected during monitoring, if the element next to the progress
position on the current sequence is a message, the monitor
will attempt to match the event with this message. If the
matching is successful, then the event is accepted. Other-
wise, the event will be ignored. However, if the element next
to the progress position on the current sequence is a black-
box element when an event is detected, then the event may
need to be matched with a message described within the
black-box element. In this case, the current sequence must
be temporarily saved and an appropriate sequence that re-
fines the black-box element will be chosen for consideration.
We refer to the saved sequence as the parent sequence of the
new sequence. These steps continue until the event matches
a message or the available refinements have been exhausted.
During this process, if progress position reaches the end of
the current sequence, then the parent sequence of the cur-
rent sequence must be restored and the progress position on
the restored sequence must be moved forward so that the
monitoring can continue.

We introduce an item stack to facilitate the tracking of
invocation progress based on the semantic decomposition
of an execution specification. The top element of the item
stack represents the current sequence under consideration.
The other elements of the stack represent the sequences that
have been saved. Each element of the stack is an item that



consists of the string that encodes the sequence represented
by this element and a dot that marks the progress position on
this sequence. During the monitoring, when a new sequence
is taken into consideration, an item will be created for this
sequence and pushed onto the stack. If an event detected
at line 4 in Figure 2 matches the message identified by the
symbol next to the dot in the top item of the stack, then a
matched event is found. Thus, the dot will be moved across
this symbol in the item. When the dot reaches the end of an
item, this item becomes accepted and an event sequence that
matches the string in this item has been detected. Thus, this
item is popped from the stack and the dot of the item that
becomes the new top advances one position to the right.
In the rest of this subsection, we refer to the symbol that
follows the dot in an item as the next symbol of this item.

Handling the semantics of loops. A loop fragment
can be refined by the concatenation of zero or more copy of
its body. This semantics can be handled using the follow-
ing strategy. Given a production rule L := B∗ for a loop
fragment, we first transform this rule into

L ::= B ←֓ | ǫ

where ←֓ is a special terminal symbol that will not match
any event. If L represents a guarded loop fragment, then
the loop condition will be associated with the first choice
and the negative of this condition will be associated with
the second choice. During monitoring, when the top of the
stack is “B. ←֓”, then one iteration of the loop has been
recognized. Thus, this item will be popped from the stack.
However, in this case, the dot in the item becoming the
new top will not advance so the the loop fragment will be
considered again. To dot can move across a loop fragment
only if ǫ has been used to refine the fragment.

Initializing the item stack. The item stack is initial-
ized during the initialization of the invocation monitor (line
1 in Figure 2). At this step, the monitor creates an item
by first copying the string that encodes the root sequence
and then placing the dot at the beginning of the string. The
monitor pushes the item into the stack and advances the
monitoring until an event is required. There are two cases
in which an event is required during monitoring. In the first
case, the next symbol in the top item of the stack represents
a message. In this case, the monitoring cannot progress un-
til an event that matches this message is detected. In the
second case, the next symbol in the top item of the stack
represents an unguarded combined fragment. In this case,
the monitor must wait for the next event in order to select
the right choice for refining this fragment. We refer to an
item described in these two cases as a blocking item.

Figure 4 describes procedure AdvanceToBlocking() for
advancing the monitoring until the top of the stack becomes
a blocking item. The procedure contains a loop that itera-
tively updates the item stack. In each iteration of the loop,
the procedure first examines the next symbol sym of the
top item. Because the top of the stack is not yet a blocking
item, sym must be ǫ, a sequence name, or a black-box ele-
ment for a reference use or a guarded combined fragment. If
sym is ǫ, then the dot will be moved across ǫ, and thus, the
top item becomes accepted. In this case, the item is popped
up and the dot of the new top will move across one symbol.
This step will be repeated recursively by AdvanceDot() if
the updated item becomes accepted. If sym is a sequence

Procedure AdvanceToBlocking(IS)
input IS: the item stack
output updated IS

begin AdvanceToBlocking

1. while IS is not empty and

the top of IS is not a blocking item do

2. let sym be the next symbol of the top item of IS

3. case sym do

4. is ǫ:
5. AdvanceDot(IS)
6. is a sequence name or reference use:
7. look up the production rule for sym
8. create an item from the right side of the rule
9. push the created item on IS

10. is a guarded fragment:
11. look up the production rule for sym

12. foreach choice on the right hand side do

13. evaluate the guard condition for this choice
14. if it is evaluated true then

15. create an item from this choice and push it on IS
16. break

17. endif

18. endfor

19. if none of the guard conditions evaluated true then

20. push a new item “.⊥” on IS
21. endif

22. endcase

23. endwhile

end AdvanceToBlocking

Procedure AdvanceDot(IS)

input IS: the item stack
output updated IS

begin AdvanceDot
24. move dot across the next symbol in the top of IS

25. if dot reaches the end of the top item then

26. pop the item from IS
27. if IS is not empty then AdvanceDot(IS)
28. elseif the next symbol of the top item is ←֓ then

29. pop the item from IS

30. endif

end AdvanceDot

Figure 4: Procedures AdvanceToBlocking() and
AdvnaceDot().

name or a black-box element for a reference use, then there
is only one choice at the right hand side of the production
rule for sym. In this case, a new item will be initialized from
this choice and pushed into the stack. However, if sym is
a block-box element for a guarded combined fragment, then
the guard conditions associated with the different choices
will be evaluated according to the order in which they ap-
pear. If the guard condition associated with a particular
choice is evaluated true, then a new item will be initialized
from this choice and pushed into the stack. If none of guard
conditions are evaluated true, an item “.⊥” that contains a
special message ⊥ will be pushed onto the stack to indicate
that the monitor cannot continue because this guarded frag-
ment cannot be refined. The loop stops when the stack is
empty or the top item of the stack is a blocking item.

Matching an event using an item stack. During the
execution monitoring, when an event is detected, the in-
vocation monitor will attempt to match this event with a
message associated with the execution specification (line 6
in Figure 2). In the absence of unguarded fragments, match-
ing event is relatively straightforward. In this case, the dot
in the top item of the stack is always placed before a mes-
sage when an event is detected. Thus, this message will
be used to match with the event. However, in the pres-
ence of unguarded fragment, the dot in the top item can
be placed before a non-terminal symbol that represents an
unguarded fragment when an event is detected. In this case,



procedure MatchEvent(IS,e)
input IS: the item stack, e: the event to be matched
output success and updated IS, or failure

begin MatchEvent

1. create a backup copy IS′ for IS
2. Attempt(IS,e)
3. if Attempt returns success then

4. return success
5. else

6. restore IS with content in IS′

7. return failure

8. endif

end MatchEvent

procedure Attempt(IS,e)
input IS: the item stack, e: the event to be matched
output success or failure

updated IS

begin Attempt
9. while IS is not empty do

/* Invariant: the top of IS is a blocking item */
10. let sym be the next symbol in the top item of IS
11. if sym is message then

12. unify e with the message description for sym
13. if the unification succeeds then

14. return success
15. else

16. return failure

17. endif

18. else /*sym must be an ungarded fragment*/
19. searchAcross := false
20. look up the production rule for sym
21. foreach choice of the production rule do

22. create a new item stack tempIS
23. create a new item from the choice and push it into tempIS

24. AdvanceToBlocking(tempIS)
25. Attempt(tempIS,e)
26. if Attempt returns success then

27. concatenate(IS,tempIS)
28. return success

29. else

30. if tempIS is empty then searchAcross := true

31. endif

32. endfor

33. if searchAcross is false then

34. return failure
35. else

36. AdvanceDot(IS)
37. AdvanceToBlocking(IS)
38. endif

39. endif

40.endwhile

41.return failure
end Attempt

Figure 5: Matching Execution Events

the monitor must explore the various choices for refining this
fragment to search for an appropriate message to match the
event.

Figure 5 describes procedure MatchEvent() that imple-
ments the matching process. MatchEvent() is invoked when
an event is detected. If the matching succeeds, MatchEvent()
will produce a matched configuration for the stack such that
the next symbol of the top item is a message that matches
the input event. If the matching fails, MatchEvent() restore
the item stack to the state before MatchEvent() is invoked.
The monitor maintains that, whenever MatchEvent() is in-
voked, the top item on the item stack is a blocking item.
MatchEvent() invokes Attempt() to search for a matched

configuration for the item stack. Attempt() contains a loop
that continuously processes the top item on the stack. The
loop maintains an invariant that, at the beginning of an
iteration, the top item on the stack is a blocking item. At
each iteration, Attempt() first checks the next symbol of the
top item. There are two cases. In the first case, the next
symbol of the top item is a message. In this case, the input

event e will be unified with the description of this message.
If the unification succeeds, then a match is found, Attempt()
returns success. Otherwise, Attempt() return failure.

In the second case, the next symbol of the top item is
a non-terminal that represents an unguarded fragment. In
this case, Attempt() needs to iterate through the choices
presented at the right-hand side of the production rule as-
sociated with this symbol. For each choice, Attempt() will
recursively invokes itself to search for a matched stack con-
figuration. To protect original item stack from being tam-
pered by unsuccessful tries, the new invocation of Attempt()
will work on a new item stack that is initialized with an item
created from the choice under consideration.

There are two outcomes when Attempt() is recursively
called on the new item stack. In the first case, a matched
stack configuration is found and the recursive invocation of
Attempt() returns success. In this case, the content of the
new item stack will need to be concatenated with the content
of the original stack to form a matched configuration on
the original stack; the original invocation of Attempt() then
returns success. In the second case, the recursive invocation
of Attempt() returns failure. In this case, the loop should
continue to explore the next choice.

When the recursive invocation of Attempt() returns failure,
the item stack used by the recursive invocation may become
empty. This indicates that the choice under consideration
may derive an empty string. Therefore, if none of other
choices can lead to a matched configuration, the search for
matching should move pass the symbol under current con-
sideration. This additional searching is scheduled after all
choices have been exhausted (lines 36–37).

Advancing the progress position. When a method
call event that matches a message arrow has been processed
by lines 8–13 in Figure 2, the algorithm must advance the
progress position for the monitor (line 14). The progress
position is defined by the content of the items on the stack.
To perform this advancement, the algorithm first invokes
AdvanceDot() on the stack to accept the recognized method
call. The algorithm then invokes AdvanceToBlocking() to
update the item stack until the next event is needed.

Detecting unexpected invocation terminations. Dur-
ing the monitoring, when an invocation monitor detects a
termination event, the monitor must check to see whether
the termination is expected according to the execution spec-
ification. To enable this checking, when the first item is
created by the invocation monitor, a special message “⊤”
will be attached to the end of this item. Before an invo-
cation monitor is being terminated by line 17 in Figure 2,
MatchEvent() is invoked on the item stack with a dummy
event that can match “⊤”. If MatchEvent() returns success,
then the termination is expected. Otherwise, the invocation
under monitoring has terminated prematurely. In this case,
an error should be reported.

Dealing with empty loop bodies. An execution speci-
fication may contain a loop fragment whose body can derive
an empty string. In this case, when AdvaceToBlocking()

encouters this loop fragment, it may try out infinite number
of iterations for this loop, and thus, may not terminate. To
detect and resolve this problem, each invocation monitor will
maintain a logical clock that marks the steps taken by the
monitoring algorithm. This clock is updated after an event
is detected at line 4 in Figure 2. The clock is also updated



Figure 6: The changes of stack configurations.

after line 6 in Figure 2. During the monitoring, when an
item is created, it will be stamped with the current time of
this clock. When AdvanceDot() detects that the next sym-
bol of the top item is ←֓ at line 28 in Figure 4, it first checks
the time-stamp of the top item against the current time of
the clock. If they are the same, then the loop body repre-
sented by the symbol before the dot can derive an empty
string within the current step. Thus, the monitor will not
be able to make progress in this step. Thus, AdvanceDot()
will replace the current top item with “.⊥” to indicate this
problem. With this treatment, AdvancedToBlocking() are
guaranteed to terminate within a finite time.

An example. In this example, we use the BVD defined
in Figure 3 to monitor the interactions among objects o1,
o2, and o3 shown at the top-left corner of Figure 6. At the
beginning, “x” refers to o1 and “y” refers to o2. Figure
6 illustrates how the content of the item stack changes at
various steps when the current method invocation on o1 is
being monitored. IS(1) shows the initial configuration of
the item stack.

After a method call to o1.a() and the corresponding return
event are detected, the monitor advances the progress po-
sition by invoking AdvanceDot() to move across “a” in the
top item and then AdvanceToBlocking() to update the stack
under an event is required. When AdvanceToBlocking() is
invoked, the next symbol of the top item on the stack is
A. The monitor evaluates the condition for the first choice.
The condition is true. Thus item “.S2” is pushed onto the
stack. The monitor continues until the top item becomes
“.aA” (see IS(2) in Figure 6). It then stops and waits for a
method call to o3.a(). After this event and the correspond-
ing return event are detected, the monitor moves the dot
across “a” and encounters A again. At this time, the con-
dition for the second choice of A is true. Thus, items “.S3”
and “.cL” will be pushed into the stack consecutively (see
IS(3) in Figure 6). The monitor then stops and waits for
the next event. After a method call to o3.c() and the corre-
sponding return event are detected, the monitor moves the
dot across c and encounters L (see IS(4) in Figure 6). L is
an unguarded loop. Thus, the monitor will not refine L by
its choices at this time.

The next detected event is the termination of the invo-
cation under monitoring. Then when Attempt() is invoked
to search for a match, it will explore the two choices of L
with new item stacks tempIS(1) and tempIS(2), respec-
tively. Attempt() fails on both choices. However, because
tempIS(2) becomes empty after the second choice is pro-

cessed, Attempt() will invoke AdvanceDot() that recursively
pops all items but the last from the original stack. After
AcceptDot() returns, “aA.⊤” is on the top the stack. Thus,
a match is found and the dot is moved across ⊤ (see IS(5)
in Figure 6). The monitor is completed with an expected
termination.

3.4 Maintaining theMonitor ing Environment
The monitoring environment maintains the life-line bind-

ings and the values for the monitoring variables to support
event matching, condition evaluation, and the execution of
monitoring blocks. Therefore, it must allocate memory for
storing such information. Because more than one instance
of an interaction fragment may be used at the same time
during monitoring, the monitor environment may need to
maintain, at the same time, more than one instance for each
life-line or monitoring variable of a data-frame. We refer to
a data structure that maintains one instance per local life-
line or monitoring variable for a data frame as a data-frame
record.

A data-frame record must be available during the entire
period of time when the message sequences defined by the
host fragment operand are being used to match events by
the monitor. This period of time covers the duration when
the portion of the root execution specification covered by
the fragment operand is being considered by an invocation
monitor. In the semantic decomposition, the information
defined by this portion of execution specification is repre-
sented by a string that appears on the right side of a produc-
tion rule for the symbol that represents the host fragment
operand. Thus, a data-frame record should be created when
a stack item is created from this string, and can be garbage-
collected when this stack item is garbage-collected. When
implemented with Java, such garbage collection is done au-
tomatically by the Java Virtual Machine.

An execution specification in a BVD should be able to
refer to local life-lines and monitoring variables declared in
any fragment operand that contains this execution speci-
fication. Therefore, an invocation monitor that uses this
execution specification should be able to access to the data-
frame records created for these fragment operands. To sup-
port this access, a data-frame record created for a fragment
operand OP should contain a parent pinter that refers to
the data-frame record created for the inner-most fragment
operand that contains OP . In addition, each item on the
item stack for an invocation monitor should be associated
with a direct data-frame record that is created for the inner-
most fragment operand that contains the messages or black-
box elements appearing in this item. When a BVD is being
compiled, a reference to a life-line/variable is represented
with an ID and the nesting distance between this refer-
ence and the host fragment operand that declares the life-
line/variable. At runtime, to access this life-line/variable,
the monitor first finds the direct data-frame record associ-
ated with the top item of the stack; the monitor then recur-
sively traverses the parent pointers of the data-frame records
for the nesting-distance number of steps. The last data-
frame record reached by the traversal contains the instance
for the life-line/variable.

The first data-frame record is created when a BVD is used
for monitoring. This data-frame record contains formal pa-
rameters that must be initialized with the values of the re-
spective actual parameters. This data-frame record is used



to initialize the invocation monitor created for the root ex-
ecution specification of this BVD. During the monitoring,
when a new invocation monitor is created at line 9 in Figure
2, the direct data-frame record associated with the top item
in the current stack will be used to initialize the created
invocation monitor. After a monitor is initialized, when it
creates the first item, it will use its initial data-frame record
as the direct data-frame record for this item. During the
monitoring, whenever a new item is being created, if this
new item will create a new data-frame record, then the cre-
ated record will be the direct data-frame record for this item.
Otherwise, the direct data-frame record of the top item at
the current stack will be used as the direct data-frame record
for the new item.

3.5 Determining the Next PossibleEvents
At each step during monitoring, an invocation monitor

must determine what method call event may be expected
next according to the execution specification; the monitor
must construct a description for such an event (line 3 in
Figure 2). At this point of time, if the next symbol of the
top item on the item stack represents a message, then such
description may be constructed from the definition of the
message. However, if the next symbol represents an un-
guarded fragment, then this unguarded fragment must be
analyzed to determine the possible next method call events.

Given a monitoring grammar G in which the production
rule for each loop has been transformed, we define a set
First(α) on a string α of G’s symbols to facilitate the de-
termination of the next possible events. First(α) contains
terminals that may appear at the first position for any string
that may be derived from α. If empty string can be derived
from α, then ǫ will be included in First(α). For a single
symbol, First() is defined as the following:

First(ǫ) = {ǫ}
First(a) = {a}, a is a message.
First(A) =

S

i
First(αi), ∀ choice αi that refines A.

For a string B ←֓ that represents the first choice of a loop,
First() is defined as the following:

First(B ←֓) = First(B) ∪ {ǫ}

For a string that contains a symbol x following by a non-
empty substring alpha, First() is defined as the following:

Frist(xα) =



First(x), if ǫ /∈ First(x)
First(x) ∪ First(α), if ǫ ∈ First(x)

During monitoring, if the next symbol in the top item of
the stack represents an unguarded fragment A, the invoca-
tion monitor evaluates First(A). If ǫ is not in this set, then
First(A) contains the next possible messages. Otherwise,
the invocation monitor copies elements in First(A) to a set
Next and then traverses the item stack from the top down.
At each step when it reaches an item during the traversal,
the monitor extracts a suffix s of the item starting from one
position after the dot. If s is an empty string, the monitor
continues to the next traversal step. If s is a non-empty
string, the monitor computes First(s) and adds elements in
First(s) to Next. If ǫ is in First(s), the monitor contin-
ues to the next traversal step. If ǫ is not in First(s), the
monitor stops the traversal. After the traversal stops, Next
contains a safe estimation of the next possible messages.

Figure 7: The Design of the Debugging Toolkit.

4. A SCENARIO-DRIVEN DEBUGGER
We are developing a debugging toolkit to support the use

of behavior view diagrams for debugging Java programs.
Figure 7 shows the major components of this toolkit. The
toolkit contains a BVD editor, a BVD compiler, and a BVD
debugging environment. Our current version of BVD edi-
tor is built on top of Microsoft Visio 2003. It provides a
set of pre-made components (e.g., life-lines, loop fragments)
that can be dragged and dropped onto a canvas for com-
posing a BVD. It outputs the BVD in an XML file. The
BVD compiler takes such an XML file as input. It produces
a monitoring grammar for describing the semantic decom-
position of each execution specification in the BVD. It also
generates a Java class from the BVD to capture the moni-
toring blocks and other monitoring actions as methods for
this class.

The BVD debugging environment is built as a debug-
ging client in the Java Platform Debugging Architecture
(JPDA)4. In JPDA, a debugging client and the target pro-
gram are run on two different JVMs. The debugging client
can extract execution events and program state information
through the Java Debugging Interface. Our BVD debugging
environment consists of four different kinds of components:
a debugging console, an execution monitoring engine, an
event detector, and a visualization engine. The debugging
console provides an interface for entering debugging com-
mands. The console supports a powerful command language
for controlling the program execution and monitoring. An
execution monitoring engine implements the algorithm pre-
sented in this paper. It can create BVD monitors in response
to user’s commands. These monitors will interact with the
event detector for extracting relevant execution events.

A BVD monitor can be connected to one or more visual-
izers that are maintained by the visualization engine. These

4http://java.sun.com/products/jpda/.



Figure 8: A Diagram for Drag and Drop.

visualizers can accept information output from the moni-
tor and present the information to the user with various
visualization techniques. Currently, we provide two kinds of
visualizers. A source visualizer illustrates the current source
location by high-lighting the corresponding source line. A
BVD visualizer illustrates the content of an item stack by
high-lighting elements in a BVD to show the progress of the
monitoring. It can also illustrate the message history on the
diagram. A BVD visualizer also provides an intuitive inter-
face for controlling the program execution. It allows users to
set breakpoints at specific messages, to single step through
the execution message by message, or to animate execution
on the BVD at a particular speed. These functionalities are
essential for scenario-driven debugging.

Currently, we have implemented prototypes for the BVD
editor, the BVD compiler, the debugging console, the mon-
itoring engine, and the event detector. We are still imple-
menting the visualization engine. We are in the process
of re-implementing the BVD editor with Eclipse’s GEF and
EMF frameworks5 and integrating the our debugging toolkit
into the Eclipse development environment.

5. INITIAL EXPERIENCE
This section presents an experience of using our toolkit

for detecting and localizing a bug in NationBuilder, a toy
civilization simulator. One component of the application
is a Java Swing GUI that allows users to construct a gov-
ernment hierarchy through drag-and-drop. During ad hoc
testing, the programmer of this application noticed that,
sometimes when a candidate is dragged from one govern-
ment branch to another, this candidate will not be shown
under the treevivew of the target branch.

The programmer suspected that some actions the drag-
and-drop scenario may have been implemented incorrectly.
To prove this hypothesis, he constructed the BVD in Figure
8 that specifies the key steps taken by the program for imple-
menting the drag and drop scenario. In this case, the thread
for a particular nation first needs to invoke doDrag(). This
method should return a PersonTransferable object that
wraps the candidate object. In case when the drop occurs
in the window for the target government branch, doDrop will
is called. Method doDrop() then must call addCandidate()
on an DataModel to add the candidate to the data structure
for the target branch.

5See www.eclipse.org/gef/ and www.eclipse.org/emf/.

The program then issued the following debugging com-
mands to monitor the drag-and-drop scenario.

1> load program NationBuilder;

Class NationBuilder loaded. Stop at the entry of
NationBuilder.main().

2> load diagram DragDrop;
Diagram DragDrop loaded.

3> on reach NationBuilder:175 {$cth = @candTransHandler; };
4> on reach NationBuilder:236 {$tth = @treeTransHandler; };
5> on enter java.awt.EventDispatchThread.run() { \

create DragDrop(@this,$cth, $tth); };
6> continue;

Resume program execution.

After a few tries of drag-and-drop, the monitor reports
that an unexpected termination of doDrop() has been de-
tected. This indicates that addCandidate() has not been
called. By examining the body of doDrop(), the program-
mer discovered that the call to addCandidate() is controlled
by the attribute of isAssigned in the candidate object. This
attribute is supposed to be false when doDrag() returns. To
verify whether this is true, the programmer add a new as-
sertion “assert(!person.isAssigned)” in the monitoring block
associated with the return of doDrag() and started the mon-
itoring again. The assertion was reported to be violated.
The programmer now examine doDrag() and a few other
methods called by doDrag() and discovered a bug in the
method that removes candidates from the data structure of
the source government branch.

The above experience shows that, as expected, monitoring
with BVDs allows a software developer to focus on examin-
ing high level properties related to a suspected task. This
approach would prevent the developer from diving too fast
into the large amount of related source code during debug-
ging. This is especially important for investigating bugs that
involve sophisticated class libraries (e.g., Java Swing) Thus,
it should improve the effectiveness of debugging. Of course,
with just one data point and without comparing with other
debugging approaches, one must be cautious in generaliz-
ing this conclusion. We will perform more studies in our
future work to evaluate the usefulness and usability of our
debugging toolkit.

6. RELATED WORK
The design-level debugging advocates “driving and mon-

itoring the debugging process from a design model view-
point” [16]. The scenario-driven debugging approach that
we propose is an example of design-level debugging. Rhap-
sody [16] and Fujaba [6] can support design-level debug-
ging. Both debuggers rely on code generators that gener-
ate codes from UML or UML-like diagrams. They use the
model/code associativity derived during code generation to
map the statement under execution to the elements in the
UML diagrams, and thus, would allow the user to visual-
ize and control the execution based on the design diagrams.
Our debugger is a new design-level debugger that targets
the application domains where automatic code generation
may be impractical. It provides strong support for inspect-
ing the program state during the progresses of the scenarios.
No comparable support has been discussed in [6, 16].

In spirit, a behavior view diagram are quite similar to
a visual constraint diagram [18]: both types of diagrams
extend a form of UML diagram for specifying constraints to
be checked during runtime. However, they are designed for
different purposes. A visual constraint diagram is used for



detecting the object configuration anomalies. It extends a
UML object diagram. In contrast, a behavior view diagram
is used for detecting the interaction anomalies. It extends a
UML sequence diagram. It should be possible to use them
together for more effective debugging.

Live sequence charts (LSCs), an extended form of message
sequence chart, can be executed by a play engine for sim-
ulating the behaviors of an reactive system [7]. A special
form of LSCs, the existential charts, can specify the mes-
sage sequences that can be observed during the execution of
a system. Therefore, presumedly, one should be able to use
such charts and the play engine for execution monitoring.
However, there is a paradigm difference between the play-
engine and the monitoring system that we proposed. The
play-engine follows a rule-based paradigm. Different LSCs
are relatively independent, and are implicitly coordinated by
event production/consumption. In contrast, our monitoring
system follows a procedure-based paradigm. Different BVDs
are explicitly coordinated through reference uses. This ap-
proach allows a hierarchical way for specifying and monitor-
ing complicated event patterns. In addition, because debug-
ging manually-constructed OO programs is not the design
goal of the play-engine, it does not provide the same level
of support for this task as our debugging toolkit.

Assertions have been widely used in practice for debug-
ging purpose. Various annotation languages (e.g., [12, 4,
13]) can be used to specify pre-/post-condition and invari-
ant assertions that can be automatically checked during run-
time. Some monitoring techniques (e.g. [3, 2, 10, 8]) even
allow such assertions to be specified in temporal logic. Our
behavior view diagrams also allow software developers to
specify properties that can be checked automatically during
runtime. However, unlike the existing techniques that spec-
ify the assertions under the contexts of a program, classes, or
methods, the behavior view diagrams allow the specification
of the assertions under the contexts of specific scenarios. In
addition, because a behavior view diagram explicitly models
the progress of the program task, using this diagram may
make it easier to specify properties that span several steps
during the progress of the task.

7. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the key design ideas for a debugging

toolkit that supports a scenario-driven debugging approach.
The toolkit is built on behavior view diagrams (BVDs), a
behavior abstraction that we proposed for capturing how
scenarios are expected to progress during program execu-
tion. The toolkit contains an algorithm that can automat-
ically monitor the program execution based on information
provided by BVDs to detect and localize bugs in the imple-
mentation of the scenarios. The toolkit also contains mech-
anisms for users to visualize and to control the program
execution based on the graphical representation of BVDs.
Our initial experience with the toolkit indicates that it may
improve the effectiveness of debugging.

In our future work, we will complete the implementation
of the toolkit and integrate the toolkit with Eclipse. We will
make it available to the real world users. We will also pro-
vide a formal semantics for BVD and prove the correctness
of our algorithm. We will evaluate the usefulness and use-
ability of the toolkit by conducting comparative studies in a
controlled environment and conducting surveys on the real
users. We expect the results of these studies and surveys

would allow further improvement of the toolkit.
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